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Abstract
A key problem in recognition is that the image of an object depends on the lighting conditions. We investigated whether
recognition is sensitive to illumination using 3-D objects that were lit from either the left or right, varying both the shading and
the cast shadows. In experiments 1 and 2 participants judged whether two sequentially presented objects were the same regardless
of illumination. Experiment 1 used six objects that were easily discriminated and that were rendered with cast shadows. While no
cost was found in sensitivity, there was a response time cost over a change in lighting direction. Experiment 2 included six
additional objects that were similar to the original six objects making recognition more difﬁcult. The objects were rendered with
cast shadows, no shadows, and as a control, white shadows. With normal shadows a change in lighting direction produced costs
in both sensitivity and response times. With white shadows there was a much larger cost in sensitivity and a comparable cost in
response times. Without cast shadows there was no cost in either measure, but the overall performance was poorer. Experiment
3 used a naming task in which names were assigned to six objects rendered with cast shadows. Participants practised identifying
the objects in two viewpoints lit from a single lighting direction. Viewpoint and illumination invariance were then tested over new
viewpoints and illuminations. Costs in both sensitivity and response time were found for naming the familiar objects in unfamiliar
lighting directions regardless of whether the viewpoint was familiar or unfamiliar. Together these results suggest that illumination
effects such as shadow edges: (1) affect visual memory; (2) serve the function of making unambigous the three-dimensional shape;
and (3) are modeled with respect to object shape, rather than simply encoded in terms of their effects in the image. © 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Why the visual recognition system might encode the
effects of illumination
How can objects be recognized given that images
differ drastically depending on the illumination? The
standard answer is that, early on, the visual system
extracts illumination-invariant features, such as edges
and contours, but discounts ‘spurious’ features, such as
shadows and specularities [1,2]. Recent ‘image-based’
theories of object recognition [3–6], however, propose
that object representations may be tied more closely to
the original image. This is particularly the case given
that illumination features such as cast shadows are
difﬁcult to discount using low-level mechanisms [7].
Thus, visual recognition may be sensitive to the illumi-
nation conditions (or it’s consequences) under which an
object is learned.
The variation in the image due to a change in illumi-
nation direction appears small compared to the varia-
tion that arises from a change in viewpoint or
conﬁguration. However, an examination of the conse-
quences of varying the direction of illumination reveals
that this is not the case (Fig. 1)—there are many
instances where varying illumination direction produces
a larger change in the image than does varying view-
point [8].
The way in which lighting affects the image of an
object is extraordinarily complex involving changes in
overall magnitude, shading, and shadows. Whether or
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not the visual system discounts each of these effects
depends on the value of the information for recognition
or other visual tasks. Let us consider three distinct
examples. First, the mean level of luminance on the
image varies with the overall magnitude of illumination.
Because it is generally assumed that shape is a primary
determinant in object perception, it is not surprising
that human vision discounts slow variations in illumi-
nation magnitude at the retina. Second, shading (varia-
tions in intensity inside the object contours) is difﬁcult
to discount, yet is potentially useful because it results
from the local interaction between the surface orienta-
tion and light source direction, consequently, shading
may provide information about shape. Indeed, there is
a long history of recovering three-dimensional shape-
from-shading [9,10]. Thus it would seem that human
vision should represent shading at some level [11].
Third, cast shadows result from the interaction between
a light source, the casting object, and the receiving
surface. Unlike shading, the form of a cast shadow is
not locally determined and is affected by the spatial
characteristics of surfaces distant to the object of inter-
est (in this paper, we will consider only intrinsic shad-
ows—those cast on an object by itself). Thus, cast
shadows are perhaps even more difﬁcult to discount
than shading, but again provide potentially useful in-
formation about the shape, and, in particular, the
three-dimensional structure [12]. Support for this idea
in recent work has shown that both attached [13,14]
and cast shadows [15] provide some information re-
garding the three-dimensional shape.
Given that there is useful information in both shad-
ing and cast shadows, it seems reasonable to consider
approaches to object representation that do not dis-
count these effects at an early level. However, images of
objects are highly illumination speciﬁc, therefore, once
we have introduced shading and cast shadows into the
representation, they may be difﬁcult to account for
without the use of higher-level and top-down mecha-
nisms [16]. If this is the case, then variation in illumina-
tion, much as with the variation in viewpoint [17–20],
may have consequences for the speed and accuracy of
recognition. Speciﬁcally, while variation in illumination
may hinder recognition, preserving the effects of illumi-
nation may sometimes facilitate recognition. For exam-
ple, early-level ﬁltering such as edge detection can
increase the similarities between object representations
(because luminance edges may arise from different
causes, e.g. albedo, highlights, or shape, increasing the
probability of false correspondences). Given that we
generally expect recognition to become more difﬁcult as
object representations become increasingly similar
[21,22], then the early discounting of the effects of
illumination may actually lead to poorer recognition.
Thus, there is an inherent trade-off between the infor-
mation that may be useful for discriminating between
objects, and the ambiguities inherent in interpreting
encoded information. Consider the images in Fig. 2,
and the following two cases for encoding the image
information.
1.1. Edge-based
In one case, we could imagine a ‘smart’ edge-detector
that represents image information about an object as a
line drawing that marks only signiﬁcant surface
edges—for the objects in Fig. 2, occlusion and orienta-
tion discontinuities. Shading gradients, attached shad-
ows, and cast shadow boundaries are ﬁltered out. This
representation would be completely robust over illumi-
nation variability with regard to recognition. Of course,
a perfect edge-detector does not currently exist, there-
fore any real-world edge-based model would be ex-
pected to show some illumination sensitivity. On the
other hand, there are edge-based models of human
object recognition that explicitly rely on precise line
Fig. 1. The distance, in pixel intensity space, between the pictures of
two viewpoints of the same head in the same illumination (top panel)
is actually less than the distance between the pictures of two illumina-
tion directions of the same head in the same viewpoint (bottom
panel). In the bottom image of each panel, the pixel brightness is
proportional to the squared difference between the left and right
images. The distance and between the two vectors representing the
two views of the same face for a ﬁxed illumination is 62 (arbitrary
units) and 38°; the distance and angle between the two images with a
change in illumination direction for a ﬁxed view is 65 and 42°.M.J. Tarr et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2259–2275 2261
Fig. 2. The sets of novel three-dimensional objects used in experi-
ments 1–3. The top set of 6 objects was used in experiment 1. Objects
were illuminated with ambient and point light sources from either the
left or the right (images from both illumination directions are shown
for each object). The objects in the top set each contain a qualita-
tively unique central volume and an unique conﬁguration of attached
parts. The top and bottom sets of objects were used together in
experiments 2 and 3. Because no object in this combined set contains
a qualitatively unique central volume, the objects could be discrimi-
nated only by attending to the conﬁguration of the parts. The objects
were created by Scott Yu.
1.2. Image-based
In the second case, we could imagine that object
contours, as well as informative shading (i.e. contrast
gradients), and cast shadow markings are represented
in the visual memory. Such a representation would be
sensitive to illumination change. However, representa-
tions encoding the effects of illumination would have
greater potential for distinguishing subtle three-dimen-
sional variations between objects in the absence of
other geometrical features. Thus, we would expect an
increase in overall recognition performance.
Although the above cases certainly do not represent
all of the possible treatments of the effects of illumina-
tion, they do present two plausible and typical exam-
ples of the kinds of models that have been proposed for
object recognition [25,3]. We will therefore use them as
anchor points for our investigation of the effects of
illumination in object recognition. Using computer
graphics psychophysics to synthesize novel three-dimen-
sional objects we can manipulate a variety of factors
that may help to distinguish between the two cases
outlined above. The primary manipulation used within
all of the experiments is to have observers study objects
illuminated from one direction and then test observers
on the same objects illuminated from a different illumi-
nation direction. This simple manipulation allows us to
assess whether or not the object representations are
illumination speciﬁc, that is, the degree to which the
original illumination conditions are encoded in the
visual memory. In Experiments 1 and 2 this illumina-
tion variation will occur over two sequentially pre-
sented images, and hence, will explore only short-term
visual memory. In Experiment 3 illumination variation
will occur over objects learned on one day and tested
on a second day, and hence will explore long-term
visual memory. A second primary manipulation is used
between Experiments 1 and 2: we varied the objective
similarity between objects in two ways. First, we in-
creased the geometrical similarity between the objects
by introducing subtle changes in the conﬁgurations of
the parts. Second, we increased the photometric similar-
ity by removing some of the effects of illumination, in
particular, whether cast shadows were present or not.
Finally, in Experiment 3 we explored the interaction
between viewpoint change and illumination change. Of
particular interest was whether illumination-speciﬁc ef-
fects were also speciﬁc to familiar viewpoints. If illumi-
nation sensitivity was found to be viewpoint speciﬁc,
then this would suggest that what is encoded are the
effects of illumination in the image. In contrast, if
illumination sensitivity was found to generalize to new
viewpoints, then this would suggest that the effects of
illumination are modeled in some fashion, either explic-
itly (e.g. in terms of illumination direction) or implicitly
(e.g. as sets of image basis functions over illumination
variation [26–30].
drawings as input (in part in order to achieve invari-
ance over illumination [1,23,24]). Such representations
would also be impoverished because illumination fea-
tures, such as shading and shadows, are no longer
available for distinguishing subtle three-dimensional
variations between the objects. Recognition would have
to rely entirely on the geometrical distinctions remain-
ing after projection. As a result, accurate decisions
could require more time because of the greater similar-
ity between representations in memory.M.J. Tarr et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2259–2275 2262
2. Experiment 1
To investigate the role of illumination in object recog-
nition, we began with a straightforward same:different
discrimination between pairs of sequentially presented
images. This sequential-matching paradigm has been
quite popular in the object recognition literature and has
been used in numerous studies investigating sensitivity to
viewpoint [31,32], as well as other properties of objects
[33]. The advantage of this paradigm is that the experi-
menter can easily manipulate the information available
between study and test, thereby assessing how recogni-
tion is affected by variation in the image. Moreover,
because each image pair represents an unique encoding
condition and memory test, it is possible to repeat
objects and conditions to gain statistical power. On the
other hand, the sequential-matching paradigm does
leave open the question as to whether we are measuring
visual memory, albeit short-term, or rather, are tapping
into more transient ‘sensory’ representations that do not
reﬂect the kinds of information encoded at any level in
the visual memory. Arguing against this possibility, there
are many instances where experimenters have used sim-
ilar experimental parameters in a sequential-matching
task and have obtained relatively invariant performance.
Therefore, given adequate pictorial masks for each
image and sufﬁcient time between image presentations
(as measured by Ellis and Allport [33]) one can be
reasonably sure that we are assessing visual memory and
not sensory processing that is task-speciﬁc
1.
To assess the impact of illumination variation on
object recognition, we used the six objects shown in the
top panel of Fig. 2 in a sequential-matching paradigm
(illustrated in Fig. 3). In each trial an image of an object
was brieﬂy presented, followed by a random parts mask
(illuminated from both directions), and then a second
object, also masked. The crucial manipulation was
whether there was a change in illumination across the
two objects (as shown in the left and right images for
each object in Fig. 2). Observers judged whether the
objects were the same or different regardless of illumi-
nation. Note that the use of these six objects provides a
Fig. 3. The sequential-matching paradigm used in experiments 1 and
2. Each trial was composed of a ﬁxation cross, an image of an object,
a mask, a second image of an object, and a mask. Presentation times
are as shown [33]. The mask was created by randomly intermixing all
of the individual parts present in the stimulus objects and illuminating
them from both lighting directions. The mask used in the NoShadow
condition of experiment 2 was rendered without cast shadows.
relatively strong test of whether the effects of illumina-
tion are encoded in the visual memory. Given the
extreme qualitative shape differences between each of
the objects in the set, there is little reason under the
edge-based case to expect observers to use anything
other than shape-based recognition mechanisms. Indeed,
it is generally thought that recognition performance
becomes more invariant over transformations of the
image as the similarity between objects decreases [21,22].
Thus, if we ﬁnd a reliable cost for changing the illumi-
nation between study and test, this would provide some
support for the image-based case.
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
Thirty-two Yale undergraduates participated in return
for course credit or pay. None of the participants had
seen the stimuli prior to the experiment.
2.1.2. Materials
Six novel objects were synthesized by compositing
simple three-dimensional volumes and by illuminating
them with ambient and point light sources (Fig. 2, top
panel). Several properties of these objects were crucial.
First, the objects were composed of parts so as to
produce intrinsic shadows. Second, the objects were
novel to reduce the effect of top-down mechanisms in
resolving shadow identity [16]. Third, the objects were
rendered with uniform albedo to reduce the effect of
albedo:shadow ambiguity. Fourth, the objects were illu-
minated from either the left or the right, avoiding the
effects of up:down illumination changes on perceived
shape
2.
1 One related concern is that even given adequate masking, it is
conceivable that, as claimed by Biederman and Cooper [34], observers
are relying on local differences between the images, in particular, due
to an interaction between the ventral and dorsal visual pathways. At
least two points argue against this account. First, one possible
method for addressing this issue is to include an image-plane transla-
tion between image pairs. However, given the strong evidence for-
complete translation invariance in similar tasks [35], it seems rather
unlikely that this manipulation would alter behavior with regard to
other image variation. Furthermore, in a sequential-matching experi-
ment using faces that were rotated or scaled between study and test,
Braje et al. [36] found costs for illumination variation even larger
than those reported here. Second, there is no strong evidence that the
action channel plays any role in object recognition, and, indeed, there
is some evidence that it does not, being a purely ‘on-line’ system [37].
2 As demonstrated by Brewster [38] and Ramachandran [39]
changes in illumination vertically give rise to the well-known convex:
concave switch for a shaded hemisphere, in part due to the strong
priority on lighting from above. Likewise, Johnson et al. [40] demon-
strated that lighting from below can be deleterious to the recognition
of familiar objects such as faces.M.J. Tarr et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2259–2275 2263
In terms of shape, each of the objects contained both
a qualitatively unique central volume and a qualita-
tively unique conﬁguration of attached parts. Thus, the
shapes of the objects were relatively dissimilar. The
objects were illuminated from either the left or from the
right, varying both the shading and the shadows cast
on the objects. Lighting conditions were created as
follows. The objects rested on an x–z plane, with z
pointing out of the picture; x and y were the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively. The camera’s view-
point was oriented 25° about the x-axis, above the x–z
plane. The light source was a point 40° about the x-axis
above the x–z plane. It was rotated either 30° or
30° about the y-axis corresponding to right and left
illumination, respectively. Objects were rendered with
ray-tracing, producing sharp cast shadows. The reﬂec-
tance model used an ambient reﬂectance of 0.15, and a
Lambertian reﬂectance of 0.6; there was no specular
term. The objects were rendered under orthographic
projection using Wavefront’s ‘The Advanced Visualizer
4.1’ (Santa Barbara, CA) running on a Silicon Graphics
workstation. The images were then transferred to an
Apple Macintosh and converted to 8-bit greyscale at 72
dpi for presentation.
2.2. Design and procedure
A sequential-matching paradigm was used in Experi-
ment 1. Participants had to judge whether two sequen-
tially presented objects were the same or different. Each
participant ran 240 test trials in which the 6 objects
from the top panel of Fig. 2 were shown in 2 illumina-
tion directions as described above. The objects ap-
peared equally often in each illumination condition (20
times each). Each trial was composed of a ﬁxation cross
for 500 ms, an image of an object for 200 ms, a visual
mask for 750 ms, a second image of an object for 100
ms, and the same mask for 500 ms (Fig. 3). These times
were chosen so as to minimize the likelihood that
participants would rely on local differences in image
properties, but, rather, would encode the ﬁrst image in
the short-term visual memory for subsequent matching
to the second image [33]. The participants’ task was to
judge as quickly and as accurately as possible whether
the two objects in a given trial were the same or
different regardless of any change in illumination. From
the time the second object image was presented partici-
pants were given 1600 ms in which to respond. If they
did not respond by this deadline or they responded
incorrectly, they heard a loud beep as feedback
3.
One half of the trials paired an object with itself
(same response) in one of two illuminations (appear-
ing equally often) and one half of the trials paired an
object with a different object (different response) in
one of two illuminations. Similarly, one half of the
trials paired an image showing one illumination direc-
tion with an image showing the same illumination
direction (NoChange condition) and one half of the
trials paired an image showing one illumination direc-
tion with an image showing the other illumination
direction (Change condition). Participants responded
by pressing one of two keys on a keyboard. Re-
sponses and response times were recorded using cus-
tom-designed presentation software running on a
Macintosh LC475. The Macintosh was also used to
control the stimulus presentation at a resolution of 72
dpi on an Apple 13 in. color monitor. Participants
viewed the objects binocularly from a distance of ap-
proximately 60 cm from the screen resulting in images
(which were not presented in stereo) that subtended a
region of approximately 5.7°5.7° of visual angle.
Images were presented in synchronization with the re-
fresh of the screen and were preloaded into the com-
puter memory so that the entire image appeared in
one refresh cycle. The order of presentation of the
trials was randomized for each participant and partic-
ipants received two rests at random intervals. The
entire experiment took less than 1 h.
2.3. Results and discussion
For the purposes of computing mean response times,
incorrect responses were discarded. No adjustments
were made to correct for outliers in that the response
times were normally distributed. Mean response times
were computed for same and different trials for the
NoChange and Change in illumination conditions
(same:different): NoChange, 807 ms:846 ms; Change,
828 ms:839 ms. As shown in Fig. 4, a change in the
direction of illumination produced a reliable 21 ms cost
in judging that two images are the same object,
F(1, 31)8.67, PB0.01. The similarity in same and
different response times also allowed us to compute a
sensitivity measure, d’, from the correct responses for
same trials (hits) and the incorrect responses for differ-
ent trials (false alarms) for each illumination condition:
NoChange, 3.55; Change, 3.78. This is shown in Fig. 4,
where a change in the direction of illumination did not
produce a reliable difference in the ability of observers
to judge that two images were the same object,
F(1, 31)1.51, ns.
Two results stand out in Experiment 1. First, as
expected based on the low shape similarity between the
3 Feedback did not result in the participants learning the illumina-
tion directions. For this and subsequent experiments using the se-
quential-matching paradigm, comparisons between the ﬁrst and
second halves of the test session revealed no interaction between
illumination conditions and position within the session.M.J. Tarr et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2259–2275 2264
Fig. 4. Experiments 1–2. Mean sensitivity (d’) and mean response times for correct responses for same trials across the NoChange and Change
in illumination conditions. From left to right there is a progression in the degree of perceptual similarity within the stimulus set. An  indicates
a reliable difference between the two illumination conditions. There was also a reliable interaction for sensitivity between the factors of
Illumination and Experiment between the Shadow condition of Experiments 1 and 2, the same interaction between the Shadow and the
WhiteShadow conditions in experiment 2, and a reliable response time difference between the Shadow and the NoShadow conditions in
Experiment 2. Error bars show the normalized within-subject S.E.
stimuli, recognition performance was relatively fast and
accurate. Second, when the direction of illumination
was changed between the study and test images, there
was a cost in the speed of recognition (although no cost
in sensitivity). Note that the difference between the
Change and NoChange conditions is unlikely to be due
to local image properties independent of shape, in that
a response time cost was found only for same trials,
when a shape match is possible. Indeed, although not a
reliable effect, the pattern obtained for different trials is
actually in the opposite direction to that obtained for
same trials. Thus, there is some evidence to support our
attribution of this response time cost to the representa-
tion of the effects of illumination on the visual memory,
an interpretation consistent with the image-based
framework. On the other hand, it has been argued thatM.J. Tarr et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2259–2275 2265
response time effects without concurrent accuracy ef-
fects are not diagnostic with regard to the shape repre-
sentations underlying performance in recognition
experiments [41,42]. As discussed earlier, the use of
objects that were qualitatively unique provides a more
conservative test of the edge-based versus image-based
cases. Consequently, the fact that we obtained a differ-
ence only in response times is not that surprising and
there remains the possibility that this difference is due
to local changes in the image independent of their
status as shadows.
3. Experiment 2
The objects used in Experiment 1 were explicitly
chosen so as to maximize the observers’ reliance on
shape information for object recognition. In particular,
each of the six objects was qualitatively unique in terms
of the shape of its central volume and the shapes of the
attached parts. Moreover, the conﬁguration of these
parts was also unique (for one possible model of quali-
tative shape differences, see [25]). Given these extreme
differences in shape, it is not that surprising that we
obtained a reliable cost only in the response times
across a change in illumination. Consider that Tarr and
Bu ¨lthoff [21] argued that sensitivity to changes in view-
point may be thought of as a continuum bounded by
extreme invariance to extreme dependence. In their
view, the most signiﬁcant factor in determining view-
point sensitivity is the difﬁculty of the discrimination,
ranging from categorical judgments based on qualita-
tive differences to exemplar-speciﬁc identiﬁcation judg-
ments based on subtle quantitative differences. A
similar argument may be made for illumination (as the
similarity between targets increases, we expect increas-
ing illumination dependence). Overall, then, we hypoth-
esized that increasing the similarity between targets,
thereby pushing the participants to make more subtle
shape discriminations, would produce both the re-
sponse time difference seen in Experiment 1 and a
concurrent sensitivity cost—the latter being somewhat
more diagnostic with regard to representational issues
[41,42].
3.1. Shadow condition
Experiment 2 was designed to test this hypothesis by
increasing the observers’ reliance on conﬁgural infor-
mation in the same sequential-matching task used in
Experiment 1. Along with the original six objects, we
included six new objects that were pairwise similar in
terms of the shapes of the parts to those used in
Experiment 1 (Fig. 2, bottom panel). This manipulation
resulted in a discrimination task in which qualitative
shape information alone was insufﬁcient for discrimi-
nating between the members of the recognition set.
Rather, it was assumed that the observers would rely
more on conﬁgural information encoded in an image-
based format. Thus, for a given image property, for
example, the effects of illumination such as shading or
shadows, we now predict larger costs in both the speed
and the accuracy of recognition with a change in illumi-
nation direction.
3.2. NoShadow condition
A second condition of Experiment 2 was designed to
investigate which effects of illumination are responsible
for the performance costs obtained when there is a
change in illumination direction. Speciﬁcally, as noted
in the image-based case, both informative shading and
cast shadow markings may be represented in the visual
memory. To dissociate these two effects, we re-rendered
the combined set of twelve objects under the same
lighting conditions, but without cast shadows (Fig. 5).
Because all the other effects of illumination were identi-
cal with the Shadow condition, the NoShadow condi-
tion tested whether performance costs are due primarily
to the relatively large changes in the image that are
produced by cast shadows. Thus, if we obtain similar
performance costs in the absence of cast shadows, we
can infer that it is primarily surface shading that is
encoded in visual memory. Alternatively, if we obtain
smaller or no performance costs, we can infer that cast
Fig. 5. An example of the Shadow, NoShadow, SoftShadow, and
WhiteShadow conditions for one object. The top left image was
rendered with sharp cast shadows; the bottom left image was ren-
dered with soft cast shadows (having penumbrae); the top right image
was rendered without shadows; and the bottom right image was
rendered with sharp cast shadows and the contrast was inverted.M.J. Tarr et al. : Vision Research 38 (1998) 2259–2275 2266
shadow markings are encoded in visual memory (as
well as possibly surface shading).
Interestingly, a second consequence of removing the
cast shadows is that the photometric similarity between
the objects is increased. That is, while we have not
altered the similarity between the shapes of the objects,
we have made the images of the objects more similar.
Thus, if the effects of illumination are encoded in the
visual memory, and, in particular, are used to help
distinguish between three-dimensional shapes in ab-
sence of other geometrical features (e.g. as in discrimi-
nating between cohorts in Fig. 2), then we would expect
an overall decrease in performance regardless of any
change in illumination. Such a ﬁnding would provide
one clue as to why the visual system might encode the
effects of illumination despite the variability inherent in
this information. Speciﬁcally, the effects of illumination
provide information regarding the three-dimensional
shapes of objects (and, in particular, unfamiliar objects
such as those used here).
3.3. WhiteShadow condition
A control experiment for the Shadow condition of
Experiment 2 was also run. This control was designed
to investigate the origin of any performance costs in the
Shadow condition. Speciﬁcally, a decrement in perfor-
mance with a change in the direction of illumination
might arise for two very different reasons. One possibil-
ity is that the performance costs might result from
changes in illumination and shadows qua shadows—
consistent with the idea that observers encode informa-
tion about illumination in visual memory. A second
possibility is that such costs are simply due to a com-
parison between identical versus changed images—a
common and somewhat atheoretical result. To dissoci-
ate these two effects, we took the twelve objects from
the Shadow condition and inverted the brightness for
each object (Fig. 5).
The motivation behind this control is that inverting
the brightness produces an image in which all of the
contrast boundaries and objective image similarities are
preserved from the original Shadow condition, but the
shadows, now white, look less like shadows [12]. We
hypothesized that brightness inverted images would be
perceptually less similar to one another, because white
shadows would be interpreted more as surface markings
and less as shadows. As such we predicted a larger cost
with white shadows when the lighting direction was
changed relative to a constant lighting direction. We
believe that this condition offers the best control possible
for equating stimuli across experiments, but rendering
the shadows less ‘shadow-like’. For example, relocating
the shadows so that they are impossible and therefore
less ‘shadow-like’ would produce new contrast edges and
changes in the objective similarity between the images.
3.4. Method
3.4.1. Participants
Seventy-six Yale undergraduates participated in re-
turn for course credit or pay: 32 participated in the
Shadow condition and 44 participated in the
NoShadow condition. An additional 34 Brown under-
graduates participated in the WhiteShadow condition
for pay. None of the participants had seen the stimuli
prior to the experiment.
3.4.2. Materials
Along with the objects used in Experiment 1, six new
objects that were pairwise similar to the original six
objects were introduced (Fig. 2, bottom panel). Each of
these new objects contained the same central volume
and attached parts as one of the original objects, but
was distinct from the original in terms of the conﬁgura-
tion of the attached parts, i.e. location and orientation.
Thus, in terms of local shape, each object was no longer
qualitatively unique—objects could only be discrimi-
nated from their ‘cohorts’ by attending to the spatial
relationships between the parts. All twelve of the ob-
jects shown in Fig. 2 were used in the Shadow,
NoShadow, and WhiteShadow conditions. As shown in
Figs. 2 and 5, objects in the Shadow condition had
sharp cast shadows as in Experiment 1. Ray-traced
shadows were not computed for the NoShadow condi-
tion, and thus produced images identical to the Shadow
condition, but without cast shadows (Fig. 5). Finally,
the images from the Shadow condition were contrast
inverted (using a DeBabelizer, Equilibrium, Sausalito,
CA) for the WhiteShadow condition. The mask used in
the Shadow condition was rendered with sharp cast
shadows, the mask used in the NoShadow condition
was rendered without cast shadows, and the mask used
in the WhiteShadow condition was a contrast inverted
version of the mask from the Shadow condition.
3.4.3. Design and procedure
The same sequential-matching paradigm used in Ex-
periment 1 was used for all of the conditions of Exper-
iment 2. Only the number and composition of the trials
was changed. Participants ran 288 test trials in which
the 12 objects from Fig. 2 were shown in 2 illumination
directions as described in Experiment 1. The objects
appeared equally often in each illumination condition
(12 times each) and, as in Experiment 1, the trials were
divided evenly between same and different object pairs
and the NoChange and Change in illumination condi-
tions. Three shadow conditions were run between par-
ticipants: a Shadow condition similar to that used in
Experiment 1, in which the objects were rendered with
sharp cast shadows; a NoShadow condition, in which
the objects were rendered without cast shadows; and a
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verted for the Shadow condition images, thereby creat-
ing somewhat less realistic looking ‘white shadows’
4.
Other than the manipulation of the shadows, all other
aspects of these three conditions were identical.
3.5. Results and discussion
Data analyses for all conditions were as described in
Experiment 1.
3.5.1. Shadow condition
We computed a sensitivity measure, d’, from the
correct responses for same trials (hits) and the incorrect
responses for different trials (false alarms) for each
illumination condition: NoChange, 2.64; Change, 2.42.
This is shown in Fig. 4, where a change in the direction
of illumination produced a reliable difference in the
ability of observers to judge that two images are the
same object, F(1, 31)11.0, PB0.005.
We also computed the mean response times for same
and different trials for the NoChange and Change in
illumination conditions (same:different): NoChange,
848 ms:827 ms; Change, 873 ms:838 ms. As shown in
Fig. 4, a change in the direction of illumination pro-
duced a reliable 25 ms cost in judging that two images
are the same object, F(1, 31)8.90, PB0.01.
To compare these results with those of experiment 1,
we ran ANOVA’s on sensitivity and on same trial
response times with two factors: Illumination Change, a
within-subjects factor; and Experiment, a between-sub-
jects factor. For sensitivity the main effect of Illumina-
tion Change was not reliable, FB1, the main effect of
Experiment was reliable, F(1, 62)33.0, PB0.001, and
the interaction was reliable, F(1, 62)5.14, PB0.05
5.
Thus, it appears that our prediction of a sensitivity cost
with the increasingly subtle shape discriminations used
in Experiment 2 was conﬁrmed. Moreover, we obtained
the same difference in response times in both Experi-
ments 1 and 2: the main effect of Illumination Change
was reliable, F(1, 62)17.5, PB0.001, the main effect
of Experiment was not reliable, F(1, 62)1.46, ns (al-
though response times were slower in Experiment 2),
and the interaction was not reliable, FB1.
The results of the Shadow condition of Experiment 2
replicates and extends the results of Experiment 1.
First, as expected based on the higher shape similarity
between the stimuli, recognition performance was rela-
tively slower and less accurate. Second, we replicated
the response time cost for a change in illumination
(almost identical in magnitude to that obtained in
Experiment 1). Third, in contrast to Experiment 1, we
also found a sensitivity cost for a change in illumina-
tion—presumably because of the increased difﬁculty of
the object discrimination used here. These sensitivity
results provide stronger support for the idea that short-
term object representations encode information about
shading and cast shadows and, furthermore, suggest
that there is an increasing reliance on image-based
representations as shape discriminations become more
difﬁcult.
3.5.2. NoShadow condition
We computed a sensitivity measure, d’, from the
correct responses for same trials (hits) and the incorrect
responses for different trials (false alarms) for each
illumination condition: NoChange, 2.43; Change, 2.35.
This is shown in Fig. 4, where a change in the direction
of illumination did not produce a reliable difference in
the ability of the observers to judge that two images are
the same object, F(1, 43)1.59, ns.
We also computed the mean response times for same
and different trials for the NoChange and Change in
illumination conditions (same:different): NoChange,
952 ms:945 ms; Change, 967 ms:950 ms. As shown in
Fig. 4, a change in the direction of illumination did not
produce a reliable cost in judging that two images are
the same object, F(1, 43)2.61, P0.11.
To compare these results with those from the
Shadow condition, we ran ANOVA’s on sensitivity and
on same trial response times with two factors: Illumina-
tion Change, a within-subjects factor, and Experiment,
a between-subjects factor. For d’ the main effect of
Illumination Change was reliable, F(1, 74)8.90, PB
0.005, the main effect of Experiment was not reliable,
F(1, 74)1.26, ns (although the sensitivity was lower
in the NoShadow condition), and the interaction was
not reliable, F(1, 74)2.07, ns. For the response times
the main effect of Illumination Change was reliable,
F(1, 74)9.76, PB0.005, the main effect of Experi-
ment was reliable, F(1, 74)4.05, PB0.05, and the
interaction was not reliable, F(1, 74)1.23, ns.
The results of the NoShadow condition of Experi-
ment 2 provide some constraints on our earlier ﬁndings.
We found no difference in either the sensitivity or the
response times across an illumination change when cast
shadows were absent from the images. Thus, it appears
4 To examine whether more realistic lighting conditions affect
recognition performance we also ran a SoftShadow condition with 32
new participants. This condition was identical to the Shadow condi-
tion but with objects rendered with soft cast shadows (see [12] for a
discussion of this issue. These images were created by rendering the
shadows using an area light and the shadow boundaries were anti-
aliased, producing smoothly changing realistic penumbrae.
5 In the SoftShadow condition we obtained a reliable sensitivity
difference comparable to that found for the Shadow condition:
NoChange, 2.19; Change, 2.00; F(1, 31)5.22, PB0.05; but a re-
sponse time difference that was somewhat smaller and not reliable:
NoChange: 787 ms; Change, 793 ms; F(1, 31)1.95, ns. There
appears to a speed–accuracy trade off in this condition relative to the
Shadow condition in that the overall sensitivity was lower but the
response times were faster. At present we have no way of accounting
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as if the primary cause of illumination sensitivity is cast
shadows. One interpretation of these results is that the
shading variation is discounted early in recognition or
that the visual system is able to extract useful informa-
tion from the shading without any corresponding cost.
In contrast, cast shadows are apparently not dis-
counted, and as such, lead to some cost in performance
when changed from one viewing episode to another.
However, the NoShadow condition provides a clear
reason why this should be so—without the presence of
cast shadows, recognition was dramatically slower and
somewhat less accurate. Thus, there is a compelling
reason why the visual system encodes information
about cast shadows—it provides useful information
about three-dimensional structure that facilitates recog-
nition (at least for novel objects such as those used
here; in contrast, Braje et al. [36] found that cast
shadows did not help recognition for faces, a known
class).
3.5.3. WhiteShadow condition
We computed a sensitivity measure, d’, from the
correct responses for same trials (hits) and the incorrect
responses for different trials (false alarms) for each
illumination condition: NoChange, 2.37; Change, 1.91.
This is shown in Fig. 4, where a change in the direction
of illumination produced a reliable difference in the
ability of the observers to judge that two images are the
same object, F(1, 33)25.3, PB0.001.
We also computed mean response times for same and
different trials for the NoChange and Change in illumi-
nation conditions (same:different): NoChange, 844 ms:
842 ms; Change, 869 ms:853 ms. As shown in Fig. 4, a
change in the direction of illumination produced a
reliable 25 ms cost in judging that two images are the
same object, F(1, 33)21.9, PB0.001.
To compare these results with those of the Shadow
condition, we ran ANOVA’s on sensitivity and on same
trial response times with two factors: Illumination
Change, a within-subjects factor, and Condition, a be-
tween-subjects factor. For sensitivity the main effect of
Illumination Change was reliable, F(1, 64)36.3, PB
0.001, the main effect of Condition was reliable,
F(1, 64)11.4, PB0.001, and, critically, the interac-
tion was reliable, F(1, 64)4.33, PB0.05. Thus, our
prediction of a larger sensitivity cost with white shad-
ows (which we hoped would make shadows less
‘shadow-like’ and, therefore, more perceptually salient)
was conﬁrmed. Interestingly, we obtained almost an
identical difference in the response times in the Shadow
and WhiteShadow conditions: the main effect of Illumi-
nation Change was reliable, F(1, 64)26.1, PB0.001,
the main effect of Condition and the interaction were
not reliable, both FB1.
The results of the WhiteShadow condition of Experi-
ment 2 offer important conﬁrming evidence for our
interpretation of Experiment 1 and the Shadow condi-
tion of Experiment 2. First, as predicted based on the
less ‘shadow-like’ nature of white shadows [12], sensitiv-
ity costs were actually larger for white shadows as
compared to black shadows across a change in illumi-
nation. Second, we replicated the response time cost for
a change in illumination (almost identical in magnitude
to that obtained in Experiment 1 and the Shadow
condition). Thus, we have support for the claim that
the sensitivity costs observed for a change in illumina-
tion in the Shadow condition are due to shadows qua
shadows and not simply their presence in the image as
local brightness variation. Such results support our
claim that short-term object representations encode in-
formation about shading and cast shadows. How to
interpret the response time costs, however, is less clear.
Such costs were constant across the simpler shape
discrimination used in Experiment 1, and the Shadow
and WhiteShadow conditions of Experiment 2. There-
fore, the response time differences may be associated
more with mechanisms that normalize over local
changes in the image, i.e. processing considerations,
and less with speciﬁc properties of shape representa-
tions—an interpretation that is also consistent with the
longer overall response times seen in the NoShadow
condition (where the images became more similar).
4. Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 used a sequential-matching
paradigm that has some limitations—in particular, the
technique assesses only short-term visual memory,
while object recognition is typically based on long-term
visual memory. In Experiment 3 we choose to use a
naming paradigm in which observers ﬁrst learned and
practised the names of novel objects in one illumination
and then had to name the same objects in a new
illumination. Thus, we could investigate illumination
sensitivity using a technique similar to the ‘practice:sur-
prise’ technique introduced by Tarr and Pinker [43] in
their study of orientation sensitivity. A second manipu-
lation was introduced in Experiment 3—we manipu-
lated the viewpoints of the objects between study and
test. We were speciﬁcally interested in two alternative
hypotheses regarding the interaction between familiar-
ity of illumination and familiarity of viewpoint. First, if
information about illumination is encoded in terms of
its effects in the image, then any cost associated with a
change in illumination should not generalize to new,
unfamiliar viewpoints (which produce images that are
likely to differ from those produced by the known
viewpoints). In other words, we would not expect illu-
mination sensitivity for viewpoints that have never been
shown. Second, if information about illumination is
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ample, a scene model or a set of basis functions (in
Section 5 we will discuss two approaches to this prob-
lem, the illumination subspace model, ﬁrst proposed by
Shashua [29] (see also, [30]) and expanded by Hallinan
[28,27], and the illumination cone model, a somewhat
more realistic model that includes attached shadows
proposed by Belhumeur and Kriegman [26]), then any
cost associated with a change in illumination should,
surprisingly, generalize to new, unfamiliar view-
points—that is, viewpoints for which no illumination
direction is familiar.
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
Twenty members of the Max-Planck Institute in Tu ¨b-
ingen, Germany participated in return for pay. The
majority of participants were either students or post-
docs and their ages ranged from approximately 18–26
years of age. None of the participants had seen the
stimuli prior to the experiment.
4.1.2. Materials
The objects used in Experiment 3 were identical to
those used in the Shadow condition of Experiment 2.
However, in addition to the ‘canonical’ viewpoint
shown in Fig. 2, the objects were rendered in new
viewpoints spaced at 30° intervals around the central
vertical axis of the central volume of each object. These
viewpoints were generated by rotating the object in
depth while holding the lighting direction and the posi-
tion of the viewer constant. Objects in each of these 12
viewpoints were rendered separately in the same two
lighting directions used in Experiments 1 and 2, thereby
producing 24 images per object.
4.1.3. Design and procedure
A naming paradigm was used in Experiment 3. In the
training phase participants were trained to associate
nonsense names (‘kip, kal, kef, kor, kym, and kug’)
with 6 ‘target’ objects. Three target objects were se-
lected from the 6 objects shown in the top panel of Fig.
2 and three target objects were selected from the 6
objects shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. Objects
were selected so that each of the targets contained an
unique central volume. Three targets were illuminated
from one lighting direction and the other three were
illuminated from the opposite lighting direction (for
details see Section 2.1). Each object was seen under
only one illumination direction, the ‘Familiar’ illumina-
tion. Participants were taught to recognize the targets
in a series of 90 trials (15 per target object). On each
trial a target object was shown in its canonical view-
point along with its name written below the object. The
participants were free to study each object as long as
they wished and then pressed a key (one of 6) labeled
with the appropriate name. The order of the trials was
randomized for each participant.
Following training, in the practice phase the partici-
pants practised recognizing the target objects shown in
the familiar illumination at the canonical viewpoint and
at the 210° viewpoint. In addition to the 6 targets,
participants were shown the 6 remaining unnamed ob-
jects as distractors and were told to respond ‘none-of-
the-above’ for these objects. Thus, there were 7
responses, the 6 target keys and the 1 distractor key.
Three distractors were illuminated from one lighting
direction and the other three distractors were illumi-
nated from the opposite lighting direction with the
constraint that each distractor was illuminated from the
opposite direction to its target cohort. The practice
phase was organized into blocks of 96 trials composed
of each target appearing 6 times in each of the 2
viewpoints and each distractor appearing 2 times in
each of the 2 viewpoints—this resulted in 75% targets
and 25% distractors. The order of the trials was ran-
domized within each block and feedback in the form of
a beep was provided for incorrect responses and trials
in which the participants did not respond within 7500
ms. The participants were given extensive practice
recognizing these targets over a period of two days. On
the ﬁrst day, 6 practice blocks were run and on the
second day 2 additional practice blocks were run (for a
total of 768 trials).
On the second day, following practice, in the surprise
phase participants recognized the now-familiar objects
from new viewpoints and new illumination directions.
Both target and distractor objects were shown at 12
viewpoints in 30° increments around the vertical axis
and in both their Familiar and Unfamiliar illumina-
tions. The surprise phase was organized into one block
of 576 trials composed of each target appearing 6 times
in each of the 12 viewpoints and each distractor appear-
ing 2 times in each of the 12 viewpoints—again a
75–25% split. The order of the trials was randomized
within the block and feedback was provided (as dis-
cussed below, this feedback may have prompted partic-
ipants to learn the familiar objects in the new
illumination direction during the test session).
4.2. Results and discussion
Only the results from the surprise phase will be
considered—the training and practice phases being
used solely for familiarizing the participants with a
speciﬁc illumination and speciﬁc views for each object.
For the purposes of computing the mean response
times, the distractor trials, the incorrect responses, and
the responses over 7500 ms were discarded. No adjust-
ments were made to correct for outliers in that the
response times were normally distributed. The mean
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Fig. 6. Experiment 3. Mean response times for correct responses for
target trials and mean sensitivity (dL) across the Familiar and Unfa-
miliar illumination and the Familiar and Unfamiliar views conditions.
Sensitivity can be measured in this experiment because the naming
task includes distractor objects for which a name response constitutes
a false alarm. For a discussion of this measure of sensitivity [44].
Error bars show the normalized within-subject S.E. for the effect of
illumination familiarity.
effect for Illumination, F(1, 5)6.29, PB0.05 (most
likely because the variance between participants was
much larger than the variance between items), a reliable
main effect for Viewpoint, F(11, 55)4.16, PB0.001,
and no reliable interaction, FB1. We also computed a
sensitivity measure, dL, based on the fact that the
naming task includes target objects for which a name
response may be considered a hit and distractor objects
for which a name response may be considered a false
alarm. Note that dL is functionally equivalent to d’, but
is computed using logistic distributions [44]. We used dL
rather than d’ because this measure is more stable for
high hit rates and small false alarm rates. Mean sensi-
tivity collapsed over viewpoint was computed for the
Familiar illumination condition, 4.26, and the Unfamil-
iar illumination condition, 4.12. As shown in Fig. 6,
recognizing a familiar object in an unfamiliar illumina-
tion resulted in a small sensitivity cost in discriminating
targets from distractors and recognizing a familiar ob-
ject in an unfamiliar viewpoint resulted in an approxi-
mately linear decrease in sensitivity with increasing
distance from a familiar viewpoint (again see [20]). To
investigate how these effects interacted, we again ran an
IlluminationViewpoint ANOVA. There was no reli-
able main effect for Illumination, F(1, 19)1.32, ns
(some learning may have occurred during the test ses-
sion. An analysis on the ﬁrst half of the trials for each
participant revealed much larger costs for the Unfamil-
iar illumination condition as compared to the Familiar
illumination condition. For example, at 0° the response
time difference was 60 ms and the dL difference was
0.42—the fact that these costs diminished rapidly dur-
ing testing may reﬂect how readily observers are able to
learn new illumination conditions for highly familiar
viewpoints), a reliable main effect for Viewpoint,
F(11, 209)12.8, PB0.001, and no reliable interac-
tion, F(11, 209)1.35, ns.
For both response times and sensitivity, we also
investigated the results in terms of a qualitative interac-
tion between Illumination and Viewpoint by recoding
each view as either simply familiar or unfamiliar. This
analysis again showed no hint of a reliable interaction
for either response times or sensitivity, FB1 in both
cases.
The results of Experiment 3 further extend the results
of Experiments 1 and 2. First, consistent with the
image-based case in which the effects of illumination
are thought to be encoded in the visual memory, we
again obtained evidence for a decrement in recognition
performance with a change in illumination direction.
Importantly, unlike our earlier experiments, this illumi-
nation dependency cannot be explained by low-level
sensory or even more transient short-term visual memo-
ries. Rather, illumination dependency in Experiment 3
can only be accounted for by the representation of the
effects of illumination in long-term visual memory—in
viewpoint and for the Familiar and Unfamiliar illumi-
nation conditions (Fig. 6). The mean response times
collapsed over viewpoint were computed for the Famil-
iar illumination condition, 1349 ms, and the Unfamiliar
illumination condition, 1368 ms. Recognizing a familiar
object in an unfamiliar illumination resulted in a 19 ms
cost in naming a target and recognizing a familiar
object in an unfamiliar viewpoint resulted in an approx-
imately linear increase in response time with increasing
distance from a familiar viewpoint (for a discussion of
similar ‘multiple-views’ performance patterns, see [20]).
To investigate how these effects interacted, an ANOVA
was run using Familiar:Unfamiliar Illumination and
Viewpoint as within-subject factors. There was no reli-
able main effect for Illumination, F(1, 19)2.51, P
0.13, a reliable main effect for Viewpoint,
F(11, 209)12.7, PB0.001, and no reliable interac-
tion, FB1. Although the effect of Illumination was not
reliable when computed over participants, the same
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particular, because sensitivity to a change in illumina-
tion was obtained across relatively long intervals be-
tween study and test and because naming tasks are
thought to rely on more global ‘high-level’ representa-
tions as opposed to local sensory codes. Second, consis-
tent with the idea that we represent information about
illumination sources, not simply its effects in the image,
we found no interaction between familiarity of illumi-
nation direction and familiarity of viewpoint. Consider
that the same cost for a change in illumination was
obtained for both familiar and unfamiliar viewpoints. If
the effects of illumination are encoded simply as they
appear in the image, then any cost for a change in
illumination should occur only at familiar viewpoints
where the original effects of illumination were actually
seen. In contrast, if the effects of illumination are
encoded as a model of the scene or as a set of basis
functions modeled by either a subspace [29,30,28,27] or
a cone [26], then a cost for a change in illumination
might be expected to occur for both familiar and
unfamiliar viewpoints. Such was the case in Experiment
3. Thus, we can surmise that the effects of illumination
are not simply preserved as they originally appear, but
rather are modeled in some sense by high-level visual
processes—a reasonable interpretation in light of the
degree to which the presence of cast shadows facilitated
recognition in Experiment 2. Indeed, the facilitation
associated with cast shadows was far larger than the
costs associated with variations in illumination found in
Experiments 1 and 2. Thus, the beneﬁts for object
recognition inherent in representing the effects of illu-
mination seem to outweigh the costs of including vari-
ability arising from shading and cast shadows.
5. General discussion
5.1. Illumination sensiti6ity
We began by pointing out that a key problem in
object recognition is that images of objects vary de-
pending on the viewpoint and illumination conditions.
When considered in the context of edge- and contour-
based theories of recognition [25,2], the typical story
has been that early on the visual system recovers invari-
ant features, but discounts ‘spurious’ features, in partic-
ular, the effects of illumination in the image. When
considered in the context of more recent image-based
theories of recognition [3,5,6], however, it is possible
that high-level object representations retain much of the
information present in the input image [4]. Thus, from
at least one paradigmatic perspective there are reasons
to believe that variations in properties such as shading,
shadows, and texture may inﬂuence object recognition
behavior. Moreover, when we speciﬁcally focus on cast
shadows from a computational perspective, there are
reasons to believe that these particular effects of illumi-
nation are difﬁcult to discount. As such, cast shadows
may be included in longer-term object representations
by default. This situation, however, is not all bad news.
From the same computational perspective, the interac-
tions between a light source, the casting object, and the
receiving surface, all encrypted within cast shadows,
provide valuable information regarding three-dimen-
sional structure [12]. Therefore, the inclusion of the
effects of illumination in longer-term object representa-
tions may actually be desirable, in particular, for novel
objects such as those used here.
In our investigation of whether human object recog-
nition is sensitive to changes in illumination, we found
several key results:
 In the presence of cast shadows the participants were
slower at matching objects when the lighting direc-
tion changed.
 In the presence of cast shadows the participants were
slower and less sensitive at matching objects when
the lighting direction changed and when the objects
to be discriminated were similar.
 In the presence of white shadows the participants
were slower and even less sensitive at matching
objects when the lighting direction changed.
 In the absence of cast shadows the participants did
not show the same costs in matching objects across
changes in the lighting direction.
 In the absence of cast shadows the overall perfor-
mance was slower and less sensitive relative to the
same task with cast shadows.
 Objects familiar in a given lighting direction were
named more slowly and with lower sensitivity when
shown in an unfamiliar lighting direction.
 The cost for naming an object in an unfamiliar
lighting direction was nearly equivalent for familiar
and unfamiliar viewpoints.
This pattern of results over experiments is informa-
tive regarding both the processing and representation of
the effects of illumination. Consider the constant in-
crease in response times across changes in illumination
whenever shadows were present. These costs seem best
associated with the processing or normalization of
shadows as local image features that were changing
from image to image. On the other hand, the decrease
in sensitivity across changes in illumination varied de-
pending on the difﬂculty of the shape discrimination
and the ability of the observer to account for the
shadows as the effects of illumination (rather than as
local image features). Thus, these costs seem best asso-
ciated with the representation of shadows as shadows.
As such, they provide some evidence for the representa-
tion of the effects of illumination in visual memory.
More speciﬁcally, we offer four conclusions. First, both
short-term visual memory (Experiments 1–2) and
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by changes in illumination. Second, much of the cost
arising from variation in lighting direction appears to
be associated with the presence of cast shadows that
may produce spurious edges or surfaces (Experiment 2).
Third, while it may be true that the effects of illumina-
tion are difﬁcult to discount in early vision, it also
seems that they serve a useful function—that of disam-
biguating three-dimensional shapes. Fourth, with re-
gard to the nature of the representation, we hypothesize
that the effects of illumination are implicitly modeled,
rather than simply retained as artifacts within the image
(experiment 3). We discuss the ﬁrst and second points
in the next section. The usefulness of cast shadows and
the nature of illumination representation are discussed
in the two following sections.
5.2. Discounting the effects of illumination is hard
Illumination variation poses a stiff computational
challenge to object recognition. Recent studies have
demonstrated that none of the traditional computer
vision methods designed to extract putative illumina-
tion-invariant features, such as edge maps, intensity
derivatives, or Gabor ﬁlter representations are sufﬁcient
to achieve acceptable illumination-invariant recognition
as compared with human performance [45,8,46]. The
difﬁculty lies in the fact that the sources of intensity
variation—shadow, material, and shape—are con-
founded in the pattern of image intensities. Cast shad-
ows and specularities are particularly problematic
because the causes of their intensity changes are not
local to the surface, and result in edges with an indirect
and highly ambiguous relationship to the underlying
shape.
Brain lesion studies also support the conclusion that
the compensation for illumination is not a simple mat-
ter of appropriate early ﬁltering processes. Warrington
[47] found patients with right posterior lesions who had
difﬁculties compensating for both view and illumination
changes. In monkey studies, lesions of the anterior
inferotemporal lobe severely reduce a monkey’s capac-
ity to recognize objects, including images of objects
previously seen [48]. Lesions to parts of inferotemporal
cortex and prestriate areas hamper a monkey’s ability
to generalize over size and illumination change. These
results are consistent with the idea that the inferotem-
poral cortex is involved in the storage of object proto-
types useful for generalizing across both view and
lighting. In single unit recordings from the superior
temporal sulcus in the temporal cortex of macaque
monkey, Hietanen et al. [49] found some view-speciﬁc
cells selective for faces that were sensitive to illumina-
tion changes. As a population (about 20 cells), how-
ever, the responses were fairly illumination invariant.
These results again suggest that the inferotemporal
cortex is involved in the representation of objects with
some measure of invariance to view and lighting
changes. Further, the single cell results are also consis-
tent with this invariance being achieved through the
distributed storage of both view-speciﬁc and illumina-
tion-speciﬁc information.
5.2.1. Familiar 6ersus unfamiliar object classes
We have already pointed out the theoretical
difﬁculties presented by cast shadows. One solution to
the dilemma of local ambiguity is to identify cast
shadows through top-down information available for
familiar object classes, perhaps speciﬁed by an object
prototype [47,7]. Moore and Cavanagh [16] studied
object recognition for so-called ‘Mooney’ or two-tone
images, in which all pixels with gray-levels below a
ﬁxed threshold are set to black, and those above are set
to white. Mooney images exacerbate the confusion of
the material, shape, and shadow causes to intensity
change by removing all local cues to the identity of
these edge types. They found that Mooney images from
familiar objects classes, e.g. faces, are more easily rec-
ognized than Mooney images from unfamiliar classes,
e.g. collections of three-dimensional volumes. Their in-
terpretation is that there may be sufﬁcient information
to access the object class, and that this information can
be used to resolve local ambiguities in the causes of the
intensity changes.
Adini et al. [45] (see also [8,46]) studied recognition
generalization to new views and illumination directions
for inverted and upright faces. They found good gener-
alization to novel images for upright faces, but general-
ization to novel views and illuminations was
signiﬁcantly worse for inverted faces. They interpreted
this difference to be a consequence of the way in which
the visual system deals with illumination and view
change for the inverted and upright face object classes.
In a study of the well-known face inversion effect [50],
Johnson et al. [40] found that the cost in recognizing an
inverted face was substantially reduced for faces illumi-
nated from below, as compared with the standard case
in which the face is illuminated from above.
Braje et al. [36] directly studied the effects of cast
shadows for face recognition in a sequential-matching
task similar to that used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Consistent with the results of this paper, they found a
cost to a change in illumination for face recognition;
however, in contrast to Experiment 2, the presence of
cast shadows impaired the overall recognition perfor-
mance. At ﬁrst, this result appears to contradict the
idea that familiar classes should beneﬁt more from cast
shadows, in that cast shadows are less ambiguous.
However, two factors suggest that a well-known class
such as faces may not beneﬁt from the presence of cast
shadows. First, strong cast shadows may obscure criti-
cal details in complex images such as faces. Second,
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well-known classes such as faces may reduce any poten-
tial beneﬁt provided by cast shadows. In comparison,
the objects used in the present experiments had much
simpler images with far fewer subtle details required for
discrimination and they had completely unknown
three-dimensional shapes. Thus, the role of cast shad-
ows in object recognition may vary with both the
geometry and the familiarity of the class.
5.3. Cast shadows are useful
Earlier we suggested that our observers beneﬁted
from encoding some of the effects of illumination. Our
conjecture is that while one source of this beneﬁt clearly
comes from shape-from-shading processes [9,10], an-
other, less often considered source, is the information
about the relative depth between an object part and the
surface receiving the cast shadow (Experiment 2,
Shadow versus NoShadow condition). Recent results
by Kerstan et al. [12] reinforce the point that cast
shadows provide valuable information about three-di-
mensional structures, for example, the spatial layout of
a scene. They showed that a moving cast shadow was
sufﬁcient to induce apparent motion in depth of the
casting object, even when the object itself was perfectly
stationary relative to the background. Effectively utiliz-
ing cast shadow information for depth requires the
solution of two problems. The visual system must de-
termine: (1) whether the shadow region is in fact a cast
shadow, rather than a material change (e.g. dark paint),
or a change in surface orientation; (2) the correspon-
dence between the shadow and its casting object. Ex-
actly how this is, or even can be, done is not entirely
clear. The identiﬁcation of shadows probably involves
the combination of weak low-level cues, such as
shadow fuzziness and contrast-invariant darkening of
the background (as evidenced by the differences in the
Shadow and WhiteShadow conditions of Experiment
2), together with high-level processing of the sort dis-
cussed in the previous section.
5.4. The representation of the effects of illumination
In the longer-term naming task of Experiment 3, the
participants showed the effect of illumination on both
response time and sensitivity. The participants also
showed a viewpoint effect that, interestingly, did not
interact with costs due to illumination variation. The
fact that there were costs for a change in illumination
for viewpoints that participants had never seen suggests
that illumination is not represented simply in terms of
its effects on the image, but rather, is implicitly mod-
eled with respect to the shape of a given exemplar. On
the other hand, whatever model of lighting is used, it
does seem that it does not apply to the entire scene:
there was no cost to illumination change on different
trials in Experiments 1 and 2.
Other evidence in the literature supports this hypoth-
esis, suggesting that the visual system does not repre-
sent illumination direction with respect to the overall
scene. Perception does not insist on global consistency
for illumination direction for either depth or shape
perception. For example, when determining an object’s
three-dimensional trajectory from its cast shadow, the
visual system ignores inconsistent shadows from other
objects in the scene [51]. In a pair of animations, several
cubes were placed on the ﬂoor of a box. An egg-shaped
object was made to move in a diagonal trajectory above
the ﬂoor. In one condition, the light source moved to
produce a shadow trajectory consistent with that result-
ing from a stationary light source illuminating an egg
sliding on the ﬂoor. In the second condition, the light
source moved in such a way as to produce a shadow
consistent with a stationary light source illuminating an
egg ﬂying through the air. In both conditions, however,
the egg had the same three-dimensional trajectory as
well as identical two-dimensional trajectories in the
image. Perception, however, ignores the information
from the shadows cast by the stationary cubes that
should have informed the visual system that the trajec-
tories in the two animations were identical; instead, the
egg appeared to slide along the ﬂoor in the ﬁrst case,
and ﬂy above the ﬂoor in the second. (For a demonstra-
tion of this effect, see: http:::www.mpik-tueb.mpg.de:
projects:genlight:snake–w–box.mpg.) Studies of
shape-from-shading also offer evidence that illumina-
tion direction is tied to individual objects [39]. For
example, a hemispherical bump illuminated from below
often appears as a concave surface illuminated from
above; however, when the bump appears attached to a
human face illuminated from below, it appears convex
[39]. The reason is that the convexity of a face is not
ambiguous, being a familiar surface; thus it appears
illuminated from below, and the bump is interpreted
consistently as a bump. If the bump is perceived as
independently of the face, it is then more likely to
appear concave, presumably because in this case, the
visual system does not apply a globally consistent illu-
mination direction to both the face and the bump.
Taken together, these observations suggest that the
representation of illumination may be tied to individual
objects, or small portions of scenes, rather than to the
scene as a whole.
5.4.1. Computational models of illumination
We have already discussed the lack of success of the
traditional computer vision approach to illumination
variation—edge detection and:or early spatial ﬁltering
to illumination variation is inadequate. The fact that we
obtain an illumination-speciﬁc cost to recognition ar-
gues against the kind of ‘smart’ edge-based representa-
tion described in the introduction. What are the
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vision is to use independent and explicit knowledge of
global light source direction to determine shape-from-
shading through local ﬁltering [52,53]. The fact that
human vision does not seek global consistency argues
against a general-purpose illumination direction esti-
mator applicable to the scene as a whole. It does not,
however, rule out explicit object-speciﬁc estimates of
illumination direction. Whether to represent illumina-
tion explicitly or not is still a matter of debate in
computer vision [27]. An explicit estimate of illumina-
tion parameters, can in principle, be useful for other
tasks in addition to recognition. Furthermore, it pro-
vides the means for better generalization to novel
illumination conditions [26,28,54,29,30]. So-called ‘ap-
pearance-based’ (a term typically used in the com-
puter vision literature to refer to low-dimensional
representations of the class of images of an object,
e.g. achieved through principal components analysis,
that do not explicitly distinguish shape, material, and
lighting) models of object recognition avoid the ex-
plicit representation of illumination, and instead rely
on stored illumination- and:or view-speciﬁc object
models for recognition [55]. However, it is difﬁcult to
see how to extend these models to handle novel com-
binations of illumination and material changes.
One recent approach to dealing with illumination
variation in object recognition is to use a linear
model of illumination to derive illumination basis im-
ages for a speciﬁc view of an object [27,28,54,29,30].
These ‘eigenimages’ deﬁne the space over which the
model can generalize to new illumination conditions
(see [26] for a potentially more robust variation of
this approach). The linear model seems to work well,
despite the violations caused by cast shadows and
specularities. When ﬁtting the model to the image
data, cast shadows and specularities can be treated as
residuals. This kind of model leaves open the option
of a secondary process to evaluate the residual. It is
not difﬁcult to see a connection between the view-spe-
ciﬁc and illumination-speciﬁc cells of the inferotempo-
ral cortex and the basis images in this kind of
computational approach. Further, the notion of resid-
uals is what is required to identify cast shadows by
means of a secondary top-down process following
the preliminary identiﬁcation of the object itself.
Thus, we are left with a challenge—our current re-
sults suggest that we should not ignore the effects of
illumination in theories of object recognition, yet we
have little speciﬁc understanding of how the human
visual system processes and represents shading and
cast shadows. Hopefully, future psychophysical stud-
ies will expand on these issues taking into account
the predictions of various well-speciﬁed and poten-
tially powerful computational models of illumination
representation.
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